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Music IN

THE MAKING

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS TALKS MUSIC, CULTURE &
COMMUNITY, AND HIS BOUNDARY-PUSHING INITIATIVES
FOR THE NEW WORLD SYMPHONY

PRIME
DISPLAY
THE “MUST-SEE” DEBUTS AT THIS YEAR’S
YACHTS MIAMI BEACH SHOW

We’ve rounded up an incredible selection of yachts making their
debut at the 29th annual Yachts Miami Beach Show from the world’s
most elite custom boat builders.

HORIZON YACHTS
Horizon RP120

With a sleek exterior profile drawn by JC Espinosa and a
European-influenced interior designed in collaboration with
Italian designer Luca Dini, the new RP120 model offers both
luxury and functionality. A low-resistance hull design affords
superior and efficient performance while a 26’2” beam provides
extremely spacious accommodations and living spaces.
Sporting a five en suite stateroom layout with an on-deck Master
that boasts a full-beam en suite. Two mirrored VIP staterooms
and two twin guest staterooms are situated below deck. Multiple
areas for entertaining and lounging are found throughout the
interior and exterior of this latest model in Horizon’s RP series,
including foredeck seating and relaxing areas, a spacious aft
deck, and a flybridge deck level that provides an immense area
for al fresco entertaining and relaxing.

G MARINE

SIRENA YACHTS

The 65 GLX brings a new dimension to the range. Designed
for the boater who wants to grow from 40-50’ to include more
guests while still enjoying the option to captain his own boat.
For longer or larger trips, crew quarters for 2 are provided which
can also double as a guest cabin while the owner has the helm.
The 65 GLX can fit on most backyard docks and suits the needs
of a single captain or owner-operator.
With 4 staterooms with en suite heads, the 65 GLX can easily
cruise and overnight in pure comfort. A swim platform big
enough for a tender, PWC or paddleboards, and generous sun
pads also make it an ideal day boat for shorter watersports
excursions. The flybridge with a BBQ grill, bar and room for
a group of friends and family—as well as storage of water toys
and gear makes this boat feel like a bigger yacht. All furnishings
are designed and built at Astilleros Astondoa, utilizing top
technology along with fine craftsmanship and materials,
customized to the finest detail. The 65 GTX is powered by MAN
2X1000 –V8/CAT C-18 2X1150 for a top speed of 33 knots and
cruising speed of 25-26 knots.

Turkey based Sirena Marine revealed news of its impeding re-entry
into the motor yachts market late last year and is following through
with a double debut at the Yachts Miami Beach Boat show. The allnew Sirena Marine motor-yacht brand, Sirena Yachts will present the
world debut of Sirena 56. Designed to be more powerful than its direct
competitors and equipped with updated engines to guarantee power,
safety and excellent performances. It will feature great external surface
areas to fully enjoy the natural environment and bigger internal spaces
both regarding the cabins and the saloon.

Astondoa - 65 GLX - world debut

Sirena 56

FAIRLINE YACHTS – US debut
Squadron 53’
The design expertise of Italian superyacht designer, Alberto
Mancini, is seen in Fairline’s new Squadron 53. Based on the
existing 53’ hull, this new version was designed from the deck
upward by Mancini, showcasing Fairline’s future direction,
blending tradition with technology and updated styling.
A spacious main deck with a flat floor from the cockpit to
the lower helm ensures a flat ceiling in the master cabin and
generous 6’ 4” headroom at the foot of the double bed. New
layout configurations provide complete flexibility, including
three or four cabins and multiple galley locations from the
main deck, forward, aft or below deck. New foredeck seating
was also added.
Handcrafted to order by Fairline’s experienced and dedicated
craftsmen in Oundle, England, the new Squadron 53 offers
control from the sleek flybridge or interior cockpit as well as
great entertaining spaces.

Sirena 64

After making its world debut earlier this year at Boot Dusseldorf 2017,
Siren Yachts will introduce its inaugural and largest model in the range
to the US market. Characterized by a 38sqm flybridge, a spacious main
deck and large cabins. Generally, compared to its main competitors,
Sirena 64 is expected to be approximately 20% more efficient in
consumption at most expected cruising speed of 16 knots. Some smart
features like the Jacuzzi (optional) will make this product unique on
the market.

PRINCESS YACHTS

Princess 40M - Show Debut

FERRETTI YACHTS
Ferretti 450

Ferretti Yachts makes its comeback in the
range under 50 feet with the new flybridge
yacht. Presented in late July at the private
preview in Portopiccolo Sistiana, the 450
will make its US debut at Yachts Miami
Beach 2017. A collaboration between the
Ferretti Group Product Strategy Committee,
the Group’s Engineering Department,
which supervised the technical and naval
engineering, and the Studio Zuccon
International Project , which handled both
exterior and interior design.
The interiors of the main deck are a
streamlined open space, with a fully parquet
floor. The central living area is fitted with a
sofa on the port side surrounding the dining
table, opposite which is a second sofa against
the wall. The stern swimming platform
featuring a tender lift offers a submerged area
to use as a beach club or to move the tender
(up to 2.80 meters).
The lower deck of the first unit has a three
cabin layout to sleep up to 6 people. The full-

The 40M offers six-star accommodation for
up to 12 guests, with well-appointed cabins
for up to seven crew and the largest internal
volume in her class. With a voluminous
garage in the stern, which has space not just
for a 6.2-metre tender, but for two personal
watercraft as well.

beam master suite features
extraordinary volume and
space. The master suite is
completed by a large en-suite
head with separate shower.
A similar interior design
distinguishes the VIP suite at
the far bow, while the guest
cabin features bunk beds on
the starboard side. The head
with separate shower in the
VIP suite is shared with the
third cabin and can also be used as a day
toilet.
There is a surprising amount of space outside
as well. The sun deck is divided into a dining
area with central table and bar unit at the
stern and a central outside pilot station. A
retractable sun canopy shelters guests during
the hottest hours of the day. The bow of the
yacht is also all about relaxation thanks to
the central sun pad on the deckhouse.
The Ferretti Yachts 450 is fitted with a pair of
Cummins QSB 6.7 engines. The owner can
choose from two versions: either 480 Mhp
or 550 Mhp. The first option will give the

new yacht a cruising speed of 25 knots with
a maximum speed of 29 knots, while with
the second option Ferretti Yachts 450 will
reach a cruising speed of 27 knots and a top
speed of 31 knots (preliminary data). The
new yacht can also be fitted with a practical
joystick system to make maneuvering and
mooring even easier.

The main deck features a beautifully
appointed saloon and formal dining
area surrounded by vast windows and
hydraulically folding balconies on both sides
of the saloon which are fitted as standard.
Forward of the main deck is the owner’s
suite, occupying the full beam of the hull
as the side decks are raised at this point.
The suite is accessed through a versatile
ante-room which can be specified as an
office, private TV room, a reading room or
to suit the owner’s personal requirements.
Forward, an opulent single or matching pair
of bathrooms is accessed off the dressing area
which also features two substantial walk-in
wardrobes.
On the upper deck there is an elegant ‘sky
lounge’ and an additional exterior dining
area for private drinks and dinners and a
curved stairway leads up to the sun deck
complete with extensive bar, seating,
sunbathing and a huge spa tub.

75 Motor Yachts Show Debut

The enormous professional galley was
designed to the exacting brief of a
professional chef and is equipped with two
catering-size fridge-freezers, a hot and cold
chef’s pass and a huge pantry. To ensure
everything is served swiftly and easily there
is even a dumb-waiter which runs from the
main deck to both the upper deck and sun
deck above.
The wheelhouse is equally impressive with a
vast ‘glass bridge’ incorporating the control
and monitoring system in a stunning console
and the captain’s cabin is also situated here
adjourning the helm. Power comes from a
pair of MTU 12V diesels, which will propel
her to speeds of up to 22 knots. Two 80kW
generators share the machinery space, where
the automatic fuel handling system is sensitive not just to the needs of the engine and
generators, but to the trim of the hull as well.

Making her show debut the Princess
75 Motor Yacht offers efficient,
agile cruising, enabling you to
plane at lower speeds. Her deck
layout provides a variety of options
to entertain or relax including a
walkthrough foredeck with U-shaped
seating and sunbathing area. She’s
also sociable whilst underway with
L-shaped seating either side of the
upper helm. The flybridge also offers
space aft to fit a crane and store a
tender.
Natural light flows in to her main
deck through extended window lines
and a unique full-height window
on the port side to make the free
standing dining area a spectacular
place to entertain. Forward on the
lower deck, all three guest cabins are
en suite whilst a dedicated staircase
leads to the owner’s stateroom
amidships via a private lobby area.

ASTON MARTIN

Nautical Debut - AM37
After two years of research and development
luxury automaker, Aston Martin has
revealed its latest innovation in technology
and bespoke craftsmanship. The prestigious
brand marked its entry into the nautical
world with the debut of its 37-foot Aston
Martin AM37 powerboat at the Monaco
Yacht Show last year, and will make its US
debut at the Yachts Miami Beach Show. With
the partnership of naval architect Mulder
Design and Quintessence Yachts, the Aston
Martin design team has created a stunning
new day-cruiser.
Available in two versions - the AM37 with an
estimated top speed of 45 knots and a choice
of two 370 hp Mercury diesel or two 430 hp
Mercury petrol engines. And the AM37S
version with an estimated 50 knots derived
from its twin 520 hp Mercury petrol engines.

“AM37 is a pure translation of the Aston
Martin DNA into an entirely new maritime
concept. The powerboat reflects our values
in terms of power, beauty and soul. The
most important attribute for Aston Martin
is the design language and proportion, we
have transferred this DNA into AM37. It
was important to us when considering this
project to make sure that the boat design
was as beautiful and timeless as our cars,
the AM37 is a striking boat with fantastic
proportion and elegance.” Marek Reichman
- Aston Martin’s EVP & Chief Creative
Officer.
The AM37 is a day cruiser that can be
transformed into an overnight berth by
transforming the table into a comfortable
bed. The cabin is well appointed with
mood lighting and air-conditioning. With

a refrigerator, microwave oven and coffee
machine - and a lavatory on board, absolute
comfort is guaranteed. Crafted from the
finest leathers, elegantly laid out rear seating
is available for up to eight people.
For exclusive preview appointments contact
the Quintessence Yachts Sales Team at
sales@quintessenceyachts.com

